**Easy Go**

**Mobility scooter bike**

The Easy Go is a unique bike: it is an (electric) bike and a mobility scooter in one. While riding, you can easily switch between the three modes: cycling completely on your own, cycling with pedal assist, or riding in mobility scooter mode.

While cycling with electric pedal assist, you can use three support levels. For both forward and reverse cycling, in the mobility scooter mode, you can let your feet rest on the retractable footrest. The Easy Go is stable, compact, and easily manoeuvrable. The bike is therefore very well suitable for doing groceries. You have an upright position due to the comfortable seat.

**Benefits**

- Bike, E-Bike, and mobility scooter in one
- More compact than a mobility scooter
- Both forward and reverse cycling and driving
- Anti-tilt wheels and parking brake for increased safety
- No driving license or certificate needed

**Popular options/accessories**

- Extra battery pack or battery with a higher capacity for an increased range
- One-hand operated lock
- Foldable armrests
- Direction indicator lights
- XL comfort seat

"Because of my illness, I often do not have the energy to cycle. With the Easy Go I can still go outside." - Wendy